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We have revisanths calanlated fast mentres exposure of the ocomme
reactor vessel and the corresponding shift in the EDE temperature.
The reported e integrated fast (I>1 Mov) mestres azposure of the
vessel of 3 x 1 , and the estimated NDE temperature shift of 260*F,
should met cause any significant operatiemal restrictimas during proposed
life of the plant.

1IThe neutros exposure of the vessel of 3 x 10 was calculated ever a
40 year life of the vessel using an 80 percent Isad faster and the nazi-
mae ==ial peak-to-everage power ratio of 1.7. The calesistions were
performed using a transport code,TWIC, which is sa Sa code designed to
solve the one-dimensional transport equation in cylindrical coordinates.
We de not consider the esiculational mothed employed to be entirely satis-
factory, mainly because saly four aestm emergy groups were used to
describe the mestros emergy spectrum, and only four intervals were used
in the s calculations to describe the angstar segmentation of the flux.e
Nevertheless, a sufficiently high safety faster has been applied to the
calculations to make them conservative. We reached this comelusion after
consideration of the Ocesse plant core size, power density, and the inner
diameter of the reactor vessel.

We have reviamed the thiakness and location of the thermal shield inside
the reactor vessel and have found it adequata.

With respect to the serveillasca program for the reactor vessel meterial,
we have asked the applicant to provide as with the type of neutros fluz
moeiters skick will be used in the irradiation capsules, and with the
method skick,will be employed to determine mestros flua of the irradiation
samples.
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